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A challenge involved in applying density-based clustering to categorical biomedical data is that the
”cube” of attribute values has no ordering deﬁned, making the search for dense subspaces slow. We pro-
pose the HIERDENC algorithm for hierarchical density-based clustering of categorical data, and a comple-
mentary index for searching for dense subspaces efﬁciently. The HIERDENC index is updated when
new objects are introduced, such that clustering does not need to be repeated on all objects. The updating
and cluster retrieval are efﬁcient. Comparisons with several other clustering algorithms showed that on
large datasets HIERDENC achieved better runtime scalability on the number of objects, as well as cluster
quality. By fast collapsing the bicliques in large networks we achieved an edge reduction of as much as
86.5%. HIERDENC is suitable for large and quickly growing datasets, since it is independent of object
ordering, does not require re-clustering when new data emerges, and requires no user-speciﬁed input
parameters.
 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Categorical datasets are frequently clustered in biomedical
informatics. Applications range from health information records
to protein–protein interaction and sequence similarity networks.
Layered categorical clustering, where a cluster consists of a center
of similar objects and outer layers of less similar objects, has
acquired prominence. Layered clusters are useful in bioinformatics
for ﬁnding protein modules, complexes, and for visualization pur-
poses [1–5]. However, often, the focus is on the quality of the clus-
ters, with a secondary priority placed on the speed of the method,
scalability to large datasets, and its usability.
A categorical dataset withm attributes is viewed as anm-dimen-
sional ”cube”, offering a spatial density basis for clustering. A cell of
the cube is mapped to the number of objects having values equal to
its coordinates [6]. Clusters in such a cube are regarded as subspaces
of high object density and are separated by subspaces of low object
density [7]. Density-based clustering algorithms, such as DBSCAN [8]
or OPTICS [9], search for dense subspaces. A dense subspace is de-
ﬁned by a radius of maximum distance from a central point, and
it has to contain many objects according to a threshold criterion
[10]. With the radius gradually increasing to allow more objects
in clusters, layered clusters result. Our goal is to tackle some of the
general challenges of existing clustering approaches:ll rights reserved.
Centre, Technische Universi-
Germany.
Andreopoulos).(i) The density of a subspace is often deﬁned relative to a
user-speciﬁed radius 1. However, different radii are preferable
for different subspaces of the cube [9]. In dense subspaces
where no information should be missed, the search is more
accurately done ‘cell by cell’ with a low radius of 1. In sparse
subspaces a higher radius may be preferable to aggregate
information.
(ii) The time requirement is often a problem in density-based
clustering, since it may be too slow to ﬁnd the densest subspace
in a high-dimensional dataset, and the dataset may change
often. In particular, since there is no ordering of attribute val-
ues, the cube cells have no ordering either. The search for dense
subspaces could have to consider several orderings of each
dimension of the cube to identify the best clustering [11–13].
(iii) Other challenges include: re-clustering needed when new
objects are introduced, difﬁculty ﬁnding clusters within clus-
ters, sensitivity to order of object input, or user-speciﬁed input
parameters required with wrong values affecting the end result
[14–17].
We present the HIERDENC algorithm for ‘‘hierarchical density-
based clustering of categorical data”, which addresses the above
challenges. HIERDENC clusters the m-dimensional cube represent-
ing the spatial density of a set of objects with m categorical attri-
butes. To ﬁnd its dense subspaces, HIERDENC considers an1 Although the term ‘radius’ is borrowed from geometrical analogies that assume
circular constructs, we use the term in a looser way and it is not a Euclidean distance.
Fig. 1. Two HIERDENC ‘hyper-cubes’ for radius r=1, in a 3D cube. All neighbors of
the central object for each hyper-cube differ from it in one dimension.
Fig. 3. A cluster is a dense subspace with a ‘central’ cell marked with a dot. The
radius starts from 1 and changes when neither a cluster can be expanded, nor a new
cluster can be formed. (a) r=1, two new clusters. (b) r=1, clusters expand. The radius
did not change since a, but fewer objects are found within a radius of 1 than in a,
implying a less dense subspace. (c) r=2, clusters expand. (d) r=2, one new cluster.
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imum dissimilarity. Fig. 1 shows that the radius is the maximum
number of dimensions by which neighbors can differ. The cube
search starts from a low radius and gradually moves to higher
radii. With the clustering radius gradually increasing, layered clus-
ters result, as Fig. 2 shows. Fig. 3 shows examples of creating and
expanding clusters in a 3-dimensional dataset.
For scalability to large categorical datasets, we propose theHIER-
DENC index, which supports efﬁcient retrieval of dense subspaces
relative to a radius. When new objects are introduced, HIERDENC
is updated efﬁciently. The neighborhood of an object is insensitive
to attribute or value ordering. A user can study the layered cluster
structure at different levels of granularity, detect subclusters within
clusters, and know the central densest area of each cluster.
Applications of HIERDENC to biomedical informatics abound.
One application is clustering networks to ﬁnd bicliques. A net-
work’s adjacency matrix is a boolean-valued categorical dataset,
where rows and columns represent objects and ’1’ is a connection;
a biclique is a network whose objects can be divided into two dis-
joint sets, such that every object of the ﬁrst set is connected to
every object of the second set. Finding bicliques in a network has
several applications to biological problems; in protein–proteinFig. 2. A layered network cluster has a center surrounded by outer layers.interaction networks the bicliques can be visualized, or correlated
with structural knowledge to ﬁnd the structures that induce
observed interactions[1,5]. Furthermore, HIERDENC is applicable
to biomedical images and literature; we demonstrate a fast image
retrieval system and a PubMed document clustering that we built.
We also applied HIERDENC to clustering of Force–Distance curves
from high-throughput proteomic studies, by aligning curves on
the basis of their detected peaks to one another.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview
of related work on dissimilarity metrics and density-based cluster-
ing for categorical data. Sections 3 and 4 present the HIERDENC
clustering algorithm and index. Section 5 discusses our perfor-
mance evaluations. Applications to categorical datasets show run-
time scalability and clustering quality. In Section 6, we discuss
biomedical applications. We apply HIERDENC to large networks,
such that bicliques are collapsed, comﬁrming the runtime scalabil-
ity. Section 7 concludes that our method amends some of the
weaknesses of previous categorical density-based clustering
approaches, and has promising utilities in biomedical informatics.
2. Background and related work
Section 2.1 describes the Hamming distance, and Section 2.2
provides an overview of density-based clustering algorithms for
categorical data.
2.1. The Hamming distance in categorical and binary data
For aﬁxed lengthm, theHammingdistance is ametric on the vec-
tor space of thewords of that length. Fig. 4 shows an example of HDs
in the zoo dataset [18]. The serpent tuatara is within a relatively
small HD from the other serpents; the maximum distance is
HDðtuatara$ seasnakeÞ ¼ 5. On the other hand, HDðtuatara
$ gorillaÞ ¼ 8, and gorilla is unlikely to belong to the class of ser-
pents. For binary strings a and b the HD is equivalent to the number
of ones in a xor b. Themetric space of binary strings of lengthm, to-
gether with the HD metric, is known as the Hamming cube.
Fig. 4. Example of Hamming distances on the zoo categorical dataset.
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General desirable features of clustering algorithms include: (a)
linear scalability on the size of the dataset, (b) insensitivity to
object ordering, (c) no re-clustering needed when new objects
are introduced, and (d) no user-speciﬁed input parameters re-
quired. Several density-based clustering algorithms for categorical
data have been proposed.
Projected (or subspace) clustering is motivated by high-dimen-
sional feature spaces, in which many algorithms tend to break
down since clusters often exist only in speciﬁc attribute subsets
of the original space [19]. Projected clustering methods are den-
sity-based algorithms that form clusters in subspaces in high-
dimensional datasets, by ﬁnding the clusters’ relevant attributes
[20]. For each cluster, projected clustering determines a set of ‘‘rel-
evant attributes”. The rationale of projected clustering is that only
a subset of attributes is relevant to each cluster and each cluster
can have a different set of relevant attributes. An attribute is rele-
vant to a cluster if it helps identify its member objects. This means
the values at the relevant attributes are distributed around some
speciﬁc values in the cluster, while the objects of other clusters
are less likely to have such values. The drawback is that clustering
depends on some user parameters for determining the relevant
attributes of each cluster; such parameters are the number of clus-
ters or the average number of dimensions for each cluster
[14,16,21,22]. Projected clustering may distinguish the center of
a cluster based on higher density or the relevant attributes [23].
PROCLUS is a well-known projected clustering algorithm [24].
CACTUS uses a minimum size for the relevant attribute sets, and
assumes that a cluster is identiﬁed by a unique set of attribute val-
ues that seldom occur in other clusters. The relevant attributes are
extended to candidate cluster projections [25]. Many real world
datasets might not have one minimum size of relevant attribute
sets applicable for all clusters [17].
STIRR looks for relationships between all attribute values in a
cluster [26]. Two sets of attribute values, one with positive and
anotherwithnegativeweights, deﬁne twoclusters. STIRR is sensitive
to the input ordering and lacks a deﬁnite convergence. The notion of
weights is non-intuitive and several operators are left to the user to
deﬁne. The ﬁnal detected clusters are often incomplete [17,25].
CLICKS creates a graph representation; vertices are categorical
values and an edge is a co-occurrence of values in an object. A clus-
ter is a k-partite maximal clique such that most pairs of vertices are
connected by an edge [17]. A merging process is proposed to
reduce the number of clusters or outliers.
CLOPE for categorical and transactional data uses a heuristic
method of increasing the height-to-width ratio of the cluster histo-
gram [27]. CLOPE’s advantages include fast performance and scala-
bility to large data sets with high dimensions.
ROCK is an adaptation of a hierarchical clustering algorithm for
categorical data. It does not require the user to specify the number
of clusters. Initially, each tuple is assigned to a separate cluster and
then clusters are merged repeatedly according to the closenessbetween clusters. The algorithm exhibits cubic complexity in the
number of objects, which makes it unsuitable for large data sets
[11,14,16,17].
DBSCAN regards clusters as dense regions of objects in space
that are separated by regions of low density. For each point of a
cluster, the neighborhood of a given radius () has to contain at
least a minimum number of points (MinPts) where  and MinPts
are input parameters. Every object not contained in any cluster is
considered noise [28]. The computational complexity of DBSCAN
is OðNlogNÞ. The main advantage of DBSCAN is that it can discover
clusters of arbitrary shape. DBSCAN is resistant to noise and pro-
vides a means of ﬁltering for noise if desired. The main drawback
of DBSCAN is that the user needs to specify parameter values, such
as radius, that will affect the result [21]. DBSCAN is not suitable for
high-dimensional data; as dimensionality increases, so does the
relative distance between points making it harder to perform den-
sity analysis [20].
OPTICS considers that different parts of space could require dif-
ferent parameters. OPTICS covers a spectrum of all different 0 6 .
OPTICS has the same complexity as DBSCAN, OðNlogNÞ. OPTICS
ﬁnds an ordering of data that is consistent with DBSCAN [9]. For
sequence clustering, OPTICS was extended into SEQOPTICS, to sup-
port users choosing parameters [29]. DBSCAN and OPTICS have dif-
ﬁculty identifying clusters within clusters [15,16].3. Categorical data clustering with HIERDENC
Section 3.1 presents the basic concepts. Section 3.2 describes
the HIERDENC clustering algorithm. Clusters start from the densest
subspaces of the cube, and expand by connecting nearby dense
subspaces.
3.1. Basics
We are given a dataset of objects S (which might contain dupli-
cates) with m categorical attributes, X1;    ;Xm. Each attribute Xi
has a domainDi with a ﬁnite number of di possible values. The space
Sm includes the collection of possibilities deﬁned by the cross-prod-
uct (or cartesianproduct) of thedomains,D1      Dm. This canalso
be viewed as anm-dimensional cube with
Qm
i¼1di cells (positions). A
cell of the cube represents theunique logical intersection in a cubeof
onemember from every dimension in the cube. The function kmaps
a cell x ¼ ðx1;    ; xmÞ 2 Sm to the nonnegative number of objects in S
with allm attribute values equal to ðx1;    ; xmÞ:
k : fðx1;    ; xmÞ 2 Smg ! N:
We deﬁne the HIERDENC hyper-cube Cðx0; rÞ  Sm, centered at cell
x0 with radius r, as follows:
Cðx0; rÞ ¼ fx : x 2 Smand distðx;x0Þ 6 r and kðxÞ > 0g:
The distðÞ is a distance function. The Hamming distance is deﬁned
as follows:
HDðx; yÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1
dðxi; yiÞ where dðxi; yiÞ ¼
1; if xi–yi
0; if xi ¼ yi

HD is viewed as the most natural way to represent distance in a cat-
egorical space. People have looked for other distance measures but
HD has been widely accepted for categorical data and is commonly
used in coding theory.
Fig. 1 illustrates two HIERDENC hyper-cubes in a 3-dimensional
cube. Since r=1, the hyper-cubes are visualized as ‘crosses’ in 3D
and are not shown as actually having a cubic shape. A hyper-cube
excludes cells for which k returns 0. Normally, a hyper-cube will
equal a subspace of Sm. A hyper-cube cannot equal Sm, unless
r ¼ m and 8x 2 SmkðxÞ > 0.
Fig. 5. The HIERDENC clustering algorithm.
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per-cube Cðx0; rÞ  Sm, involves the sum of k evaluated over all
cells of X:
densityðXÞ ¼
X
c2X
kðcÞ
jSj :
This density can also be viewed as the likelihood that a hyper-
cube contains a random object from S, where jSj is the size of
S. HIERDENC seeks the densest hyper-cube Cðx0; rÞ  Sm. This is
the hyper-cube centered at x0 that has the maximum likelihood
of containing a random object from S. The cell x0 is a member of
the set fx 2 Sm : MaxðPðX 2 Cðx; rÞÞÞg, where X is a discrete random
variable that assumes a value from set S.The distance between two clusters Gi and Gj is the distance
between the nearest pair of their objects, deﬁned as:
DðGi;GjÞ ¼minfdistðx; yÞ : x 2 Gi and y 2 Gjg:
Clusters Gi and Gj are directly connected relative to r if DðGi;GjÞ 6 r.
Clusters A and B are connected relative to r if: A and B are directly
connected relative to r, or if: there is a chain of clusters C1;    ;Cn,
A ¼ C1 and B ¼ Cn, such that Ci and Ciþ1 are directly connected rel-
ative to r for all i such that 1 6 i < n.
3.2. HIERDENC clustering algorithm and discussion
Fig. 5 shows the HIERDENC clustering algorithm. The default
initial value of radius r is 1. Gk represents the kth cluster formed.
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Fig. 6. The HIERDENC tree resulting from clustering the zoo dataset. A link (circle)
represents two or more merged clusters.
Fig. 7. HIERDENC updating and retrieval of the densest subspaces. As objects A, B, C
are introduced, the lists k0 and k1 are updated accordingly. During retrieval, the bold
entries in k0 and k1 are traversed in order.
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lection of unclustered cells after the formation of k clusters.
Step 1 retrieves the densest hyper-cube C  Sm of radius r; to
achieve this fast, we use the index that is described in the next
Section. Step 1 checks that the densest hyper-cube represents
more than one object (densityðCðx0; rÞÞ > 1jSj), since otherwise the
cluster will not expand, ending up with one object. If the hyper-
cube represents zero or one object, then r is incremented. Step 2
creates a new leaf cluster at level r P 1. Starting from an existing
leaf cluster, step 3 tries to move to the densest hyper-cube of radius
r nearby. If a dense hyper-cube is found near the cluster, then in
step 4 the cluster expands by collecting the hyper-cube’s cells. This
is repeated for a cluster until no such connection can be made. New
objects are clustered until r ¼ m, or densityðRÞ 61% and the unclu-
stered cells are identiﬁed as outliers (step 5). For many datasets,
most objects are likely to be clustered long before r ¼ m.
Initially r ¼ 1 by default, since most datasets contain subsets of
similar objects. Such subsets are used to initially identify dense hy-
per-cubes. When r is incremented, an optional special process
merges clusters that are connected relative to r 2. Although the ini-
tial r ¼ 1 value may result in many clusters, similar clusters can be
merged gradually. As Fig. 6 shows, a merge is represented as a link
between two or more links or leaf clusters, created at a level r P 1.
A link represents a group of merged clusters. This process gradually
constructs one or more cluster tree structures, resembling hierarchi-
cal clustering [30,31]. The user speciﬁes a cut-off level (e.g. r ¼ 3) to
cut tree branches; links at the cut-off level are extracted as merged
clusters. Step 5 checks if a newly formed cluster is connected to
another cluster relative to r and if so links them at level r. Step 6 con-
tinues linking existing clusters into a tree, until r ¼ m. By allowing r
to reachm, an entire tree is built. At the top of the tree, there is a sin-
gle cluster containing all objects of the dataset.
In [2] we propose and evaluate several methods for setting the
HIERDENC tree cut-off level [32]. One method involves cutting the
HIERDENC tree at level r that minimises the average connectivity
of the resulting merged clusters. The connectivityr of a merged clus-
ter (a set of connected leaf clusters) relative to r is the fraction of its
objects that have another object within distance r in a different leaf
cluster in the same connected set. Another method is to balance
the number of clusters with the entropy of the partition [33]. This
involves setting the cut-off at level r that minimises the Akaike’s
Information Criterion (AIC) [34]. The AIC of a partition is
entropyþ 2k, where k is the number of clusters. Another method2 For network clustering no tree structure is built. Also in the biomedical image,
PubMed clustering and curve alignment applications no parameters nor tree is used.
Clusters are produced without a tree, but the hierarchical organization of clusters into
a tree is still available as an option.useful for ﬁnding clusters within clusters, or nested clusters, is to
cut-off a tree’s branches at various levels [31].
4. Efﬁcient retrieval and updating of dense categorical
subspaces
In this section we describe the index used in Step 1 of the HIER-
DENC algorithm for efﬁcient retrieval of the densest subspace
Cðx0; rÞ  Sm of radius r. Fig. 7 shows the updating and retrieval
steps involved.
We conceptualize a categorical dataset as a graph consisting of
mþ 1 sets of nodes, fS0    Smg. S0 represents the N objects in the
dataset. Sets fS1    Smg represent the m categorical attributes and
their members are the attribute values. An object x is connected
via an edge to a node in each of the sets S1    Sm, representing x’s
value for the corresponding attribute. The dissimilarity of two ob-
jects xa;xb 2 S0, xa–xb, is 0 6 HDðxa;xbÞ 6 m, and represents the
numberof sets fS1    Smg inwhichxa andxb havedissimilar attribute
values.
For object xc and radius r, if we can retrieve in constant time all
objects fxjHDðx;xcÞ ¼ rg, then we can retrieve the densest sub-
space relative to r in time that is linear to the number of objects
N. This could naively be done by iterating through all objects in
the dataset and keeping the object x0 that maximizes
jfxjHDðx; x0Þ ¼ rgj. If we maintain for each r a list of objects
ordered by the sizes of their r-neighborhoods, then the runtime
becomes faster at the expense of updating the list.
Given this representation of categorical data as graphs, we pro-
ceed to describe the HIERDENC index. Our goal is fast retrieval of
the object 2 S0 that has the most other objects 2 S0 with a dissim-
ilarity of r. Given an object x 2 S0, wxr is the number of other objects
that have dissimilarity to x of r. We call wxr the density of subspace
Cðx; rÞ  Sm that is centered at x relative to r.
We maintain, for each 0 6 r < m, a list kr of ranked objects 2 S0
from highest to lowest according to their subspace density wxr . Let
krðxÞ denote the rank of object x in the list kr . For two objects xa
and xb, if wxar > wxbr > 0 then krðxaÞ > krðxbÞ.
Updating the HIERDENC index
Updating the index when a new edge is added between xa 2 S0
and a 2 fS1    Smg involves the following steps:
(1) St=objects 2 S0 that are connected to a.
(2) For fx 2 St jx–xag:
(3) Decrement d ¼ HDðx;xaÞ.
(4) Increment kdðxÞ and kdðxaÞ.
(5) Decrement kdþ1ðxÞ and kdþ1ðxaÞ.
Table 1
The UCI datasets (categorical) and the networks (boolean).
Categorical Objects Attributes Classes Network Objects Edges
Zoo 101 16 7 Gavin06 (yeast) 2551 93,881
soybean 376 35 19 Krogan06 (yeast) 3670 14,292
Car 1728 6 4 Stelzl05 (human) 1529 2668
Mushroom 8124 22 2 Rual05 (human) 1874 3618
Nursery 12,960 8 5 Internet topology 19,938 59,582
PubMed gene co-occs 10,704 53,319
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Retrieval involves the following steps:
(1) St=objects in S0 that have been returned; initially null.
(2) For r 2 rangeð0;    ;m 1Þ:
(3) For x0 2 kr ordered by krðx0Þ, if x0 R St:
(4) Return C ¼ fx 2 S0jHDðx;x0Þ ¼ rg.
(5) St ¼ St [ C.
4.1. Time and space complexity
The ﬁrst time the HIERDENC index is populated with a dataset
of N objects, the average runtime is OðNmÞ, where m is the number106 107 108 109 1010
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Fig. 8. Runtimes. (a) All categorical UCI datasets: total runtimes (y-axis) for updating
runtimes (y-axis) for updating as new objects are introduced (x-axis), and retrieving theof categorical attributes (usually m << N). For each of the N new
objects the dissimilarities involving m connected nodes are
updated. When n new objects are introduced, the updating of the
index has a runtime of OðnmÞ.
For the densest subspaces to be retrieved, the worst-case run-
time is OðNÞ; the retrieval iterates until the subspaces centered
at a maximum of N objects have been retrieved. At a newly intro-
duced object, some of the lists kr , 0 6 r < m, are updated.
4.2. Potential issues
While the runtime scales well on dataset size, the worst-case
space complexity is OðN2Þ, which involves maintaining objects’ dis-
similarities; an implementation may store information about all106 107 108 109 1010
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mum similarity. However, OðN2Þ space would be needed only for
a dataset where all objects were equally dissimilar to all objects.
Unless it is an exceptional dataset of a special case, not all objects
have the same dissimilarity (are minimally dissimilar) to all other
objects; in a typical real world dataset, most object pairs are highly
dissimilar, and for each object there is a subset of objects with the
minimal dissimilarity. For large datasets, most objects are dissim-
ilar enough, such that their dissimilarities are not stored and sig-
niﬁcantly less space is needed. Furthermore, a user must be106 107 108 109 1010
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Fig. 9. Runtimes. (a) All networks: total runtimes (y-axis) for updating and retrieval by n
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Table 2
F1-measures and runtimes achieved on the UCI categorical datasets for various clustering
Dataset objects attribs Zoo 101 16 Soybean-large 376 35
Algorithm F k s F k s
HIERDENC 96 8 0.08 97 37 0.31
k-Modes 80 7 0.01 85 20 0.03
ROCK < 60 7  10 < 60 40  10
AutoClass < 60 2 0.04 77 3 0.17
CLOPE < 60 3 0.5 < 60 15 1
CLICKS 85% 12 0.5 < 60 1 1careful when implementing the HIERDENC index not to store infor-
mation on highly dissimilar object pairs, which is likely to denote
outliers, since storing this information may affect negatively the
HIERDENC index’s updating performance.
5. Performance evaluation
To evaluate the applicability of HIERDENC to the problem of
efﬁcient clustering, we used large networks and categorical data-
sets obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [18]. Ta-106 107 108 109 1010
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algorithms.
Car 1728 6 Mushroom 8124 22 Nursery 12960 8
F k s F k s F k s
90 5 0.33 100 22 1.81 90 5 1.841
60 7 0.1 65 20 8.69 65 20 10.6
< 60 40  20 < 60 40  300 < 60 40  600
< 60 2 2.47 < 60 7 1.29 < 60 2 4.33
< 60 23 1 < 60 10 2 < 60 15 4
< 60 2 1 < 60 2 11 < 60 2 35
Fig. 10. Network clustering with HIERDENC that leads to ﬁnding bicliques. The
similarity criterion s decreases progressively. The solid clusters are created at the
corresponding step s, and the dotted clusters remain to be created in a future step.
All common neighbors are found and collapsed.
Table 3
Edge reduction achieved on the networks with HIERDENC.
Network Original
edges
Removed Collapsed
bicliques
Edge
reduction(%)
Gavin06 93,881 84,526 3258 86.5
Krogan06 14,292 13,808 2803 77
Stelzl05 2668 2464 653 67.87
Rual05 3618 3202 849 65
Internet topology 59,582 51,068 5322 76.77
PubMed gene co-
occs
53,319 51,496 9899 78
372 B. Andreopoulos et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 42 (2009) 365–376ble 1 shows details for all datasets. Objects have class labels de-
ﬁned based on some domain knowledge that we ignored during
clustering.
5.1. Runtimes
Figs. 8a and Figs. 9a show the runtime scalability across all of
the datasets. Updating scales linearly with the dataset size. This
highlights the utility of HIERDENC for a fastly growing database
like PubMed. Retrieval of the dense subspaces also scales linearly
with dataset size.
Fig. 8b shows that the cumulative updating and retrieval run-
times for the largest categorical dataset scale with the number of
objects. Fig. 9b shows the same for the largest network. The run-
times may decrease slightly later in the process, because the
retrieved subspaces are less dense and have fewer objects. The run-
times for the other datasets looked similar and are not shown here
to avoid redundancy.
5.2. Performance on UCI categorical datasets
Table 2 compares the HIERDENC results and runtimes to several
classical algorithms for which we possessed the source code: k-
Modes [35], ROCK [11], AutoClass [36], CLOPE [27], CLICKS [17].
To evaluate the clustering quality we used F1-measure, a class-la-
bel-based evaluation that penalizes more or fewer clusters than
the number of classes. For k-Modes, we set the convergence thresh-
old to 1 and we set the modes of the initial clusters equal to the
ﬁrst objects clustered. For ROCK, we set h ¼ 0:5. For k-Modes and
ROCK we set the number of clusters k to the number of classes,
as well as larger numbers, and we report the best result. AutoClass
considers various numbers of clusters starting from 2. For CLICKS
we set a ¼ 0:1 and minsup ¼ 0:1.
On small datasets HIERDENC took slightly more time than the
other algorithms, but on the larger datasets the HIERDENC run-
time was lower, highlighting its scalability. In comparison, we
notice how CLICKS took signiﬁcantly more time on the larger
datasets. ROCK with its cubic complexity exhibited the worst
runtimes. CLOPE’s performance suffered on these datasets with
the implementation we had available. CLICKS’ clustering quality
was shown to outperform previous methods like ROCK, STIRR
and CACTUS [17]. Note that Table 2 reports HIERDENC total clus-
tering runtimes, and not the dense subspace retrieval runtimes
of Figs. 8 and 9.
Fig. 6 shows the HIERDENC tree for zoo, with 17 leaf clusters.
Except for the last 3 created leaf clusters, all other leaf clusters are
homogeneous with regards to the class labels of member objects.
The last 3 leaf clusters were created for high r P 4 values. The rest
of the leaf clusters were created for lower r < 4 values. We cut-off
the HIERDENC zoo tree at level r ¼ 1, resulting in 8 clusters. A low
number of clusters results in improved F1-measures. There are a
few cases of incorrectly clustered objects by cutting at r ¼ 1.
6. Overview of biomedical informatics applications
In this section we provide an overview of the diverse biomedical
problems to which we applied HIERDENC. These applications show
that HIERDENC is useful for biomedical datasets that grow quickly,
requiring scalable runtimes as well as good results.
6.1. Application#1: Clustering networks to ﬁnd bicliques
HIERDENC clustering is suitable for ﬁnding bicliques in a net-
work, since it can ﬁnd fast nodes with any given number of com-
mon neighbors. We use the Hamming distance for binary strings(Section 2.1), such that the similarity of two nodes in a network
is deﬁned as the number of their common neighbors.
In our network representation, each node is represented as a
row by its unique name followed by the names of its neighbors,
i.e., the node(s) to which it is connected:
node : connected to node(s)
node1 : nodeA nodeC . . . nodeZ
nodeN : nodeA nodeB . . . nodeZ
In our biclique representation, a cluster or biclique is repre-
sented by two attributes, includes lists the member nodes, and
comm nei represents common neighbors of all the member
nodes:
Fig.
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network representation should appear together in at least one bic-
lique’s includes row.
The clustering process ensures that if node1 and node2 have
one or more common neighbors, then node1 and node2 will be
together in a cluster and their common neighbors collapsed.
(1) For r 2 rangeðsizeðnetworkÞ  1;    ;1Þ:
(2) For x0 2 kr ordered by krðx0Þ:
(3) C ¼ fx 2 networkjsimilarityðx;x0Þ ¼ rg.
(4) Collapse r common neighbors of ðx;x0Þ.
(5) Return C.
Fig. 10 illustrates an example of HIERDENC network clustering,
where every common neighbor is collapsed. For visualization, we0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
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Fig. 12. (a) HIERDENC index updating cumulative runtimes for 30,000 BMC biomedical i
[PROTEINS] change expression in association with high disease activity in lupus?”. The
Fig. 13. Visualization of clusters of PubMed abstracts retrieved with HIERDENC, after qu
words are GO terms. All clusters are connected to another GO term, which acts as the c
transport”.can remove any duplicates, where a cluster is a subset of other clus-
ter(s) that have the same comm nei nodes.
We evaluate our success in ﬁnding bicliques in a network via
the edge reduction achieved, since many edges are collapsed.
Edge reduction in a network will be high if every biclique is
found and collapsed. Table 3 shows the edge reduction that
HIERDENC achieved for all networks, which was as high as
86:5%. Fig. 11 shows the edges reduced along the process of
iterating through all nodes. As shown, initially the highest edge
reduction is achieved for a low number of indirect second-level
neighbors; the reason is that there are few objects that share
the largest neighborhood in a network (power-law). As the clus-
tering progresses, a similar edge reduction is achieved for pro-
gressively larger numbers of indirect second-level neighbors
that have smaller shared neighborhoods.b
mage captions, and (b) Querying our online service with the question: ‘‘What serum
clusters are listed on the right-hand sidebar.
erying with GO term ‘‘molecular transport”. Numbers are PubMed abstract IDs and
luster label. Most clusters are labeled with cell-related meanings, such as ‘‘protein
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Fig. 14. (a) An example of an FD curve. Colored segments denote peaks. (b) Runtimes for updating HIERDENC index with the peaks found in 4000 FD curves. On average the
runtimes remain constant across curves, although there are some hikes too.
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logical networks, such as protein–protein interaction, homology,
and gene regulatory networks. The ‘‘power graphs” tool focuses
on visualization of networks as hierarchically organised bicliques,
where the bicluqes are collapsed ‘‘power” edges [5]. However,
the tool did not address the speed of ﬁnding bicliques nor dealing
with very large networks, which we have addressed.
6.2. Application#2: Clustering biomedical images and PubMed
abstracts for a query
Weused30,000biomedical imagespublished inBMCduring2000–
2007.Webuilt anonlineHIERDENC-basedsystemthat isupdatedwith
image captions represented as word vectors. This system supports
retrieving clusters of BMC biomedical images, by querying the cap-
tions http://www.hierdenc.com/ Fig. 12 shows that the system is
updateable efﬁciently with newly introduced image captions. All of
our clusters for this application were retrieved in less than 1 s.
The PubMed database of biomedical literature has become a
data mining resource. Given a query GO term, we want to quickly
retrieve all relevant PubMed articles, such that articles with similar
sets of GO terms are clustered together. Our HIERDENC application
to this problem can prove useful for navigating biomedical litera-
ture. Fig. 13 shows visualizations of clusters given a query on GO
term ‘‘molecular transport”. As shown, most of these abstracts are
in clusters that are associated with a cellular meaning such as
‘‘nucleus”, but a few abstracts are on a medical meaning such as
‘‘neuromuscular process controlling balance”. Thus, such a HIER-
DENC clustering application could help a physician or bioresearcher
navigate through the biomedical literature.
6.3. Application#3: Clustering Force–Distance curves
Our last biomedical application involves applying HIERDENC to
retrieve clusters of aligned Force–Distance (FD) curves,which repre-
sent the force needed to pull a protein structure from cellular mem-
branes using special machines. We ﬁrst detect the peaks as long
regions of an ascent and descent. Then, we match peaks between
curves that are close to one another. This application is similar to
the previous one, in that FD curves are analogous to image captions
or PubMed abstracts and peaks are like words. Fig. 14 shows an
exampleof theFDcurves thatwecluster, andthe runtimes forupdat-
ing the HIERDENC index with 4000 such curves.7. Conclusion
We presented the HIERDENC clustering algorithm for categori-
cal data and networks. In HIERDENC the radius relaxes gradually,
resulting in layered clusters where a central subspace often has a
higher density. We presented the complementary HIERDENC index
that supports efﬁcient clustering. The HIERDENC index supports
scalable runtimes for clustering categorical datasets and networks.
On networks, HIERDENC resulted in efﬁcient extraction of bicli-
ques. Further beneﬁts of HIERDENC include: insensitivity to order
of object input, no re-clustering needed when new objects are pre-
sented, no user-speciﬁed input parameters required, and ability to
ﬁnd clusters within clusters. Future work will include applying
HIERDENC on real-world quickly growing databases for which it
is suitable, such as PubMed images and documents, as well as
curves and large sequence databases [4].
Availability
Python source code, all test datasets, and experimental results,
are available under: .
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